Get IT done.

Innovative IT solutions built
on research breakthroughs
XLAB is a global IT solutions company focused on cloud computing,
security and privacy, IoT and data analytics, building on breakthroughs of
its own interdisciplinary research team.
Our products satisfy complex needs of
millions of professionals and leading
enterprises across diverse range of
sectors, from business optimization with
advanced remote desktop (ISL Online)
and automation technologies (XLAB
Steampunk) to detailed 3D visualization
(Gaea+, XLAB Medic), indispensable in
public safety operations and medicine.

XLAB Research, one of the largest private
computer science research teams in
Slovenia, has participated in 80+ projects.
Since 2001, and in a team of 100+, XLAB
has become recognized as a highly
professional technology innovator, betting
on the power of open source, open
exchange of ideas, and teamwork.

#1

TOP 50

TRUSTED BY

Japan

SME

Red Hat

#1 Remote Desktop provider
in Japan

Among Top 50 EU SMEs in
terms of H2020 signed grants

Red Hat Ansible Automation
Certified Partner
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“

Persistence, expertise, and our people - our most valuable assets - brought us
here. Together we can achieve anything.
Jure Pompe, Co-founder & MD

“

Committed to excellence

Exporter of the Year Title
EuroCloud Europe Award

GZS Golden Award
for Best Innovations
Zlata nit – among the best
employers in Slovenia

NASA World Wind Europa
Challenge Award

Excellent SME Slovenia
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“

Remote Desktop Software
As a pioneer in the remote desktop support industry, ISL Online
has been providing remote desktop software to IT professionals
and helpdesk technicians since 2001. It is present in more than
100 countries worldwide, notably owning market share in Japan.
Technologically advanced and secure remote desktop solution
allows users to access, control and manage remote devices and
provide on-demand IT support.

We are very satisfied with the product we have chosen. ISL Online remote
support tool ISL Light offers reliability, high speed, high quality screen sharing
and session recording; the product is also extremely easy to use. And above
all, ISL Online team provides outstanding support when needed!
Dietmar Elsler, Raiffeisen Online

“

ISL Online

www.islonline.com

GetApp

Capterra

N°1
CATEGORY
LEADERS

BEST EASE
OF USE

N°1 category leader
for remote support by
Gartner’s GetApp
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»Best Ease of Use«
badge by Capterra

Millions of happy users
worldwide

99,95% uptime, 90+
servers around the
world
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XLAB Steampunk
IT automation with Ansible
XLAB Steampunk team specializes in IT automation. As an
endorsed partner of Red Hat, the world’s leading provider of
open source software solutions, it has been extending Red
Hat automation and management products since 2016. XLAB
Steampunk helps companies on their journey towards optimization
with automation and satisfies complex requirements of
distinguished clients such as Sensu and Nuage Networks by Nokia.
www.steampunk.si

Reliable solutions with
enterprise support
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AWS and Sensu Go
Ansible Collections

Red Hat Advanced
Business and
Technology Partner

Thomas Anderson, vice president,
Ansible Product Management, Red Hat

“

“

XLAB Steampunk has been a valuable partner to
Red Hat and an active contributor in the Ansible and
ManageIQ communities. Its work to develop and
support Ansible Certified Content Collections that
align with Red Hat’s best practices has helped to
further extend the automation capabilities of Red Hat
Ansible Automation Platform.
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Gaea+

XLAB Medical

3D visualization solution

3D medical imaging

Gaea+, a customizable 3D visualization solution, awarded
by NASA, is vital in public safety operations and spatial
planning. The analysis, exploration, and presentation
of photorealistic environment helps assess risks and
accelerate emergency response, prepare for and prevent
disasters, and optimize the interventions.

3D Dental and Radiology imaging solutions, offering state
of the art image visualization and analysis, are used by
medical specialists worldwide. XLAB Medical is especially
distinguished for its on-demand fully customized 3D
medical imaging modules, which can be integrated into
any software or connected to a medical imaging system.

NASA World Wind
Award

www.gaeaplus.eu

3D Radiology
Workstation

www.medicimaging.com

112

Used by Slovenian
Administration for
Civil Protection and
Disaster Relief

3D Dental
Workstation

Virtual
colonoscopy
Detailed 3D GIS
environment
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Shaping technologies of tomorrow

“

Research projects are not directly market-driven. They address and shape
future technologies, ahead of the market. In that, they are essential to the
overall progress of society.
Daniel Vladušič, PhD, Chief Research Officer

Established in 2003 for the purpose of
basic and applied research, software
development, and technology transfer to
other XLAB departments and products,
XLAB Research has become one of the
strongest computer science research
teams outside the academic sphere in
Slovenia.

Substantial contributions to 50+ EU
research projects have earned XLAB a
prestigious responsibility of coordinating
two of them. Long track involvement in
EU research and innovation programmes
places XLAB among the Top 50 SMEs in
terms of Horizon 2020 signed grants, and
at the 1st place among SMEs in Slovenia.

“

XLAB Research

IoT
Management &
automation
Data
analytics
Security &
Privacy

Among Top 50 SMEs
in EU Research
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80+ research projects

1st Slovenian
coordinator of
a H2020 project

1st SME in Slovenia
in terms of H2020
funded projects
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Research projects
Working hand in hand with many research institutions,
departments, and universities around the world, XLAB
Research has become renowned for excellent execution of
complex research projects. The team leads projects throughout
all development phases; from the outline of the problem,
concept, qualitative, and quantitative analysis to technical
implementation and evaluation.

It is always a pleasure to work with the XLAB
team because they are not only reliable and
trustworthy, but also show team spirit and
contribute generously to solve issues the project
is facing. That’s why Atos keeps on collaborating
with XLAB in EU projects, because they are
the kind of partners you want to have
on board.
Elsa Prieto, (Project and Proposals Manager) ARI,
Atos, Spain
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RADON

PIXEL

iPC

Application & Ops Performance
Management

Emerging Serverless Computing
Technologies

Port IoT Environmental Leverage

Individual Peadiatric Cure

KRAKEN

FENTEC

FISHY

CYBERWISER.EU

Privacy Preserving Platform

Functional Encryption

Cyber Resilience Provisioning
Framework

Civil Cyber Range Platform

mF2C

“

“

SODALITE

FORTIKA

MF2C

MD2C

INTER-IoT

Cyber Security Accelerator

Fog-to-Cloud Management
Ecosystem

Modular Microserver DataCentre

Interoperability of Heterogeneous
IoT Platforms

WISER

MIKELANGELO

Witdom

DICE

Wide–Impact Cyber Security Risk
Framework

Deploying HPC Cloud on Multiple
Resources

Empowering Privacy and Security
in Cloud Environments

Exploiting Big Data technologies
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Skilfully transforming research expertise into turnkey
solutions, XLAB’s agile teams of experts create a powerful
task force, dedicated to solving partners’ specific
challenges. XLAB delivers well-engineered technology,
addressing unique development needs and optimizing
work processes.

IT Orchestration Tool

Real-time Data
Processing
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“

The environment in which we build IoT infrastructure is technically very
challenging, so we were looking for a savvy partner with a deep understanding
of what hardware, software, and the interplay of both is. What XLAB is
producing is crucial for enabling the whole system. What I really like about
XLAB is the fact that there is such a large quantity of knowledge fused in
their team.
Roger Kilian-Kehr, Chief Data Officer at Messer Cutting Systems and
Managing Director of MesserSoft

Industrial Automation

Open Data Portal

“

Innovations & solutions

National Interoperability
Framework Portal
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Technologies used

Open source contributions

To build the most effective solutions, we use a variety of latest technologies:

As firm believers in open collaboration, knowledge-sharing, and giving back to community,
we have released thousands of lines of code to open source projects since 2009. We
actively contribute to the Ansible community and our teams share expertise at world’s
leading open source events (OpenStack Summit 2016, AnsibleFest 2019, 2020).

Ansible

Kubernetes

OpenStack

Azure

TensorFlow

Docker

OpenShift

AWS

Elasticsearch

PyTorch

Our contributions

Our projects

Ansible, GoFE, ManageIQ, OpenStack,
Cloudify, NASA World Wind

Redfish tools, CiFer, xOpera, OPSI
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“

At XLAB we often talk about our values –
not because we have to, but because we
live by them. Values guide our decisions
and the way we work.
Gregor Berginc, CEO

Get IT done.
Together – we can do anything. We empower
one another through open exchange of ideas
and put values at the heart of it all.
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“

100+ passionate minds,
one mission.

Redefine the box

Teamwork

Honesty & Respect

Excellence

Thinking outside the box
simply doesn’t cut it. The
challenge is to redefine it.
Bringing fresh ideas to life
keeps us going.

We believe in the power of
our team. Sharing passion,
vision and ideas gets us
closer to our goals - and
each other.

This is how we work with
each other and with our
partners. When it comes
to communication and
collaboration, integrity is
our way.

Only the best is good
enough for us. We always
reach for greatness - in
technology, partnerships,
and work atmosphere.
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Team
Meet the team behind the screens - the
brightest, funkiest and finest key players
and inspiring leaders, who have been
making it all happen since 2001.
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xFamily
Hanging out & having
fun

Life-friendly
Flexible hours &
remote work

Growth
Encouraging
atmosphere

xChallenges
Living our values
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+ 386 1 244 77 50
info@xlab.si
www.xlab.si

XLAB d.o.o.
Pot za Brdom 100
SI-1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia, EU

Follow us on:

